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Explaining recurring maser flares in the ISM through
large-scale entangled quantum mechanical states
Fereshteh Rajabi1 and Martin Houde1,2*

We apply Dicke’s theory of superradiance (introduced in 1954) to the 6.7-GHz methanol and 22-GHz water spec-
tral lines, often detected in molecular clouds as signposts for the early stages of the star formation process. We
suggest that superradiance, characterized by burst-like features taking place over a wide range of time scales,
may provide a natural explanation for the recent observations of periodic and seemingly alternating methanol
and water maser flares in G107.298+5.639. Although these observations would be very difficult to explain with-
in the context of maser theory, we show that these flares may result from simultaneously initiated 6.7-GHz
methanol and 22-GHz water superradiant bursts operating on different time scales, thus providing a natural
mechanism for their observed durations and time ordering. The evidence of superradiance in this source further
suggests the existence of entangled quantum mechanical states, involving a very large number of molecules,
over distances of up to a few kilometers in the interstellar medium.
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INTRODUCTION
Since their first detection in the OH 18-cm lines (1), a large number of
masers from several molecules were discovered in both galactic and ex-
tragalactic environments. The main characteristics of masers include
high brightness temperatures, corresponding to very high emission in-
tensities over small spatial scales, narrow linewidths, and occasionally
high levels of polarization across the spectral lines (2, 3). These attributes
of the maser action result from the stimulated emission process in a
medium where a population inversion is established and maintained,
leading to large amplifications along optical paths exhibiting good ve-
locity coherence for the spectral line under consideration.

In addition, observations show that some maser sources exhibit sig-
nificant intensity variability on time scales ranging from days to several
years. For example, the 22-GHzwatermasers inOrion-KL (Kleinmann-
Low) exhibited drastic flux density variations over a 6-year period
between 1979 and 1985 (4, 5). This phase of activity was followed by a
12-year quiescent period that ended in 1997, when subsequent burst ac-
tivitywas detected in this source (6). Althoughmost of the flaring sources
display abrupt changes in flux density through isolated impulsive phases
(7), intensity variations in some sources are sometimes found to be peri-
odic, where the corresponding maser transition regularly alternates be-
tween phases of high activity and quiescence (8, 9). Although a number
of models are proposed to explain these time variations, the underlying
mechanism for most of these observations still remains obscure (9, 10).

Some of the aforementioned requirements for themaser action, that
is, population inversion and velocity coherence, are also necessary for
superradiance; a fundamentally different radiation enhancement process.
Superradiance, introduced by Dicke in 1954, is a coherent and coopera-
tive quantum mechanical phenomenon by which a group of N-inverted
atoms ormolecules emit a radiation pulse (burst) of intensity proportional
to N2. Although virtually unknown to astrophysicists, superradiance has
become a very intense research field within the physics community since
its introduction byDicke (11, 12) and its initial laboratory confirmation by
Skribanowitz et al. (13) [see also (14, 15)]. Because superradiant pulses can
exhibit a temporal behavior resembling that of flares discovered for
somemasers in the circumstellar envelope of evolved stars or elsewhere
in the interstellar medium (ISM), we recently started investigating the
possibility of superradiance within the context of astrophysics.We con-
cluded that it could, in principle, take place in some regions when the
necessary conditions are met [that is, population inversion, velocity
coherence, and long dephasing time scales compared with those char-
acterizing superradiance (16, 17)].

Here, we extend our analysis to the 6.7-GHz methanol and 22-GHz
water maser transitions using the one-dimensional superradiance for-
malism presented by Rajabi and Houde (16, 17). We start with a brief
summary of the important parameters used in our numerical analyses
of recent observations of periodic and seemingly alternating flares of
6.7-GHz methanol and 22-GHz water masers in the G107.298+5.639
star-forming region. We end with a brief conclusion, whereas further
observational evidence for superradiance in star-forming regions for
the methanol (in G33.64–0.21) and water (in Cepheus A) lines is pro-
vided in the Supplementary Materials.
SUPERRADIANCE MODEL
As was recently discussed by Rajabi and Houde (16, 17), a rapid and
significant increase (sometimes followed by oscillations) in radiation in-
tensity is a behavior typical of a (large-sample) superradiant system. In
particular, the analyses of Rajabi andHoude (16) established that super-
radiancemayprovide a viable explanation for the observedOH1612-MHz
intensity bursts detected in theMira starUOrionis (18) and the preplan-
etary nebula IRAS 18276-1431 (19). The response of a superradiant
system is characterized by a few parameters, themost important being
the characteristic time scale of superradiance TR, which is given by

TR ¼ tsp
8p

3nLl2
ð1Þ

where tsp is the spontaneous decay time scale of a singlemolecule (that
is, the inverse of the Einstein spontaneous emission coefficient), n is the
density of inverted molecules taking part in the superradiant process, L is
the length of the (cylindrical) large sample (thus, nL is the column density
of invertedmolecules), and l is thewavelength of the radiation interacting
with the molecules in the superradiance system. For a given transition, l
and tsp are fixed, andTR thus only depends on the columndensity ofmol-
ecules partaking in superradiance.
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When a superradiant system is inverted through some pumping
mechanism and a critical threshold for the inverted column density is
met or exceeded (see Eq. 3 below), the energy stored in the system is
released after the so-called delay time tD given by

tD ’ TR

4
ln

q0
2p

� �����
����
2

ð2Þ

with the initial Bloch angle q0 ¼ 2=
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
, where N is the number of

inverted molecules in the sample (14, 15). Whereas the delay time tD
gives an estimate of the time when the first superradiance burst takes
place, the characteristic time TR sets the duration of each burst. In a
superradiance large sample, the energy can be radiated away in a series
of bursts, through a phenomenon known as the ringing effect. The
number of ringing oscillations varies as a function of T′, the time scale
of themost important dephasing effect (for example, collisions) that will
tend to work against the superradiance phenomenon.

In amore general sense, superradiance can only be observed if tD<T′
[see (16, 17) for more details], and this implies the existence of the afore-
mentioned threshold in inverted-population column density

ðnLÞcrit ≈
2p

3l2
tsp
T′

ln
q0
2p

� �����
����
2

ð3Þ

whichmust bemet for the initiation of superradiance.More precisely, for
column densities below this critical value, the dephasing effects prevent
coherent interactions and the system operates in amaser regime. As soon
as nL ≥ (nL)crit, the system switches to a superradiance mode and the
masing region breaks into a large number of superradiance large samples
for which this condition is met (16). Whether (nL)crit is crossed
through a slow increase in pumping of the inverted column density or
a fast population-inverting pulse is irrelevant. It only matters that the
condition nL ≥ (nL)crit is somehow reached.

To test our superradiance model, we have chosen TR and T′ as free
parameters in the fitting process to intensity curves given by the data
presented below. However, note that, as was observed by Rajabi and
Houde (16) for theOH1612-MHz line superradiance bursts inUOrionis
and IRAS18276-1431, the volumeoccupiedby a single superradiant large
sample is several orders ofmagnitude smaller than a typicalmaser region.
A similar statement applies to the cases studied in this paper. It follows
that the superradiance intensity curvesmust result from the contributions
of a very large number of separate, but approximately simultaneously
triggered, superradiant samples. To account for this, we have therefore
augmented our one-dimensional superradiance model (16) by averaging
over several realizations of superradiance samples for which a common
T′ is used. These realizations result from aGaussian-distributed ensem-
ble of TR values of mean 〈TR〉 and SD sTR .
6.7-GHz METHANOL AND 22-GHz WATER FLARES
IN G107.298+5.639
G107.298+5.639 is an intermediate-mass young stellar object deeply
embedded in the molecular cloud L1204/S140 (20) at a distance of
~0.9 kpc (21). For the period July to December 2014 and similarly in
2015, Szymczak et al. (20) monitored 6.7-GHz methanol and 22-GHz
water masers in this source with the Torun 32-m Radio Telescope.
During high-activity intervals, the methanol observation rate was in-
Rajabi and Houde, Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1601858 24 March 2017
creased to eight times a day, whereas in quiescent periods, they were
conducted only once a week. However, the water observations were re-
peated daily with eight gaps of 4 to 5 days of no observations.

The observations of the 6.7-GHz methanol masers indicated four
spectral features, among which the vlsr = −7.4 km s−1, −8.6 km s−1,
and−9.2 km s−1 components exhibited a 34.4-day cyclic behavior. Faint
cyclic emissionwas also detected in a few other features in the velocity ran-
ging from vlsr = −17.2 km s−1 to −13.6 km s−1, although these components
were not visible in all cycles. Themethanol components showed strong flux
variations in the form of repeating (lone) bursts lasting for 4 to 12 days.

The 22-GHz water maser emission was also detected in six spectral
features at velocities ranging from vlsr = −18.3 km s−1 to −1.1 km s−1.
Some features (for example, those near vlsr = −16.5 km s−1 and −8 km s−1)
peaked in intensity with the same periodicity as, but delayed relative to,
methanol flares at velocities located within ±1.1 km s−1 of those of the
water masers themselves. A similar behavior was detected at a velocity
near vlsr = −11.0 km s−1, where methanol and water flares were also ob-
served in alternation. On the basis of high-angular resolution data sets
collected by the European VLBI (Very Long Baseline Interferometry) Net-
work andVLBI Exploration of RadioAstrometry (22), Szymczak et al. (20)
concluded that some of the periodically alternating methanol and water
flares originate from the same molecular gas volume size of 30 to 80 AU
(astronomical units).

To findaviable explanation for these observations, anumberof scenarios
were examined, but none could adequately reproduce the observations.
The alternation of the water andmethanolmaser bursts is themain fea-
ture to be explained. However, this is very difficult to achieve within the
context ofmaser theory, evenwith the assumptions that the two types of
masers happen in the same region and are being periodically enhanced
by some pulsating pumping source. For example, it is hard to conceive
how the water and methanol maser features would then occur in alter-
nation while also showing different time durations for their flares. We
now show how this kind of behavior could naturally arise and may be
expected, when studied within the context of Dicke’s superradiance.

We assume that we are in the presence of a periodically changing
pumping source that simultaneously acts on the population levels of both
the 22-GHz water and 6.7-GHzmethanol transitions. Although we are not
aware of any other observations (aside from the periodic maser flares dis-
cussedhere) that couldprovide evidence for this scenario inG107.298+5.639,
we know of at least one other young protostellar system where strong,
cyclic variations in infrared luminosity have been observed with a peri-
od comparable to that seen in G107.298+5.639 [that is, 25.34 days for
LRLL 54361 (23)]. These infrared intensity variations could, in principle,
directly affect the pumping level of maser transitions.

Note that for a given inverted column density, the value of TR, and
therefore the duration of superradiant bursts for a spectral line, scales as
tsp/l

2 (see Eq. 1). It follows that under similar conditions (that is, as-
suming for the moment ðnLÞCH3OH

≈ ðnLÞH2O
), we should expect a

superradiance time scale ratio of about 1:8.7 between the 6.7-GHz
methanol and 22-GHz water lines, respectively. This expected relation-
ship betweenTR;CH3OH andTR;H2O provides us with the needed element
to explain the observations of Szymczak et al. (20); that is, because TR
sets both the duration of a superradiant burst and the time delay tD
before its emergence (see Eq. 2), it is to be expected that the methanol
flares will be narrower and appear earlier than those of water. Evidently,
it is unlikely that the inverted column densities formethanol at 6.7 GHz
and water at 22 GHz will be the same, and we thus relax this approxi-
mation in what follows. However, the above scenario should still hold
for cases where their difference is not too pronounced.
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Given the observed duration of flares for the 6.7-GHzmethanol and
22-GHz water masers, we adjusted the values of TR for these transitions
to reproduce superradiant bursts of similar time scales (that is, about
10 days formethanol and 30 days for water). The result of our analysis is
shown in Fig. 1. The superradiance intensity models (solid curves) were
calculated using ensembles of 1000 superradiance large samples (the
shape of an intensity curve converges after a few hundred realizations
were averaged) tailored to the flaring event occurring betweenMJD (Mod-
ified Julian Day) 57,260 to 57,300 in Fig. 3 of Szymczak et al. (20) (that is,
day 7260 to 7300 in our Fig. 1) for the vlsr = −8.57 km s−1 6.7-GHz meth-
anol (red dots) and vlsr = −7.86 km s−1 22-GHz water (blue dots) spectral
features. As mentioned earlier, these flares were repeated on an approxi-
mately 34.4-day period (20). For methanol, the model parameters are
〈TR〉CH3OH ¼ 2:1 hours, sTR;CH3OH

¼ 0:07〈TR〉CH3OH , and T′CH3OH ¼
90〈TR〉CH3OH , yielding a mean inverted column density of
〈nL〉CH3OH ≈ 3:5� 104 cm�2 , whereas for water, the parameters are
〈TR〉H2O ¼ 7:7 hours, sTR;H2O

¼ 0:04〈TR〉H2O, T′H2O ¼ 70〈TR〉H2O, and
〈nL〉H2O ≈ 8:4� 104 cm�2 . In both cases, the models were scaled in
intensity to the data. As seen in the figure, the methanol superradiance
curve provides a very good fit to the corresponding data, especially in
thewings, whereas thewater superradiance intensity curve captureswell
the overall behavior of the water flare, although there is a fair amount of
scatter in the data. Note that, despite the apparent time-ordering in the
emergence of themethanol andwater flares, both superradiancemodels
were initiated at the same time, on day 7261.5. The alternation between
the methanol and water bursts observed in Fig. 3 of Szymczak et al. (20)
may thus be readily, and simply, explained by the fact that
〈TR〉H2O ≈ 3:7〈TR〉CH3OH, which would delay the appearance of the wa-
ter flare (from Eq. 2) and broaden it relative to methanol. We note that
strict simultaneity in the excitation of the two species is not an absolute
requirement for superradiance to fit the data, but it is telling that it can
provide a viable model even if simultaneity is realized. Although one
could conceive models based on maser theory alone to account for the
different time scales between thewater andmethanol intensity bursts (for
example, by invoking nonradiative excitation processes, such as grain
mantle evaporation or dust heating, followed by reemission), our model
Rajabi and Houde, Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1601858 24 March 2017
has the advantage of being simpler because it is solely based on the
difference between the characteristic time scales 〈TR〉H2O and 〈TR〉CH3OH.
The two inverted-population column densities have comparable means
(that is, 〈nL〉H2O ≈ 2:4〈nL〉CH3OH) and correspond to large-sample
lengths of〈L〉CH3OH ≈ 3:5� 105 cmand〈L〉H2O ≈ 8:4� 104 cmwhen
〈n〉CH3OH ¼ 0:1 cm�3 and 〈n〉H2O ¼ 1 cm�3 . As stated earlier, these
length scales are markedly smaller than those typical of masers, implying
the presence of a large number of superradiance samples.

Finally, it remains to be explained how the broader water intensity
flares stay synchronized to the overall 34.4-day period between successive
events, as shown in Fig. 3 of Szymczak et al. (20); that is, the methanol
bursts are short and end well before the appearance of the subsequent
flaring event, but our water superradiance model in Fig. 1 seems to indi-
cate that the tail of the corresponding curve extends beyond the start of
the next eruption cycle. The observed synchronization probably results
from the fact that the arrival of the new pumping event responsible for
the next flares resets the large samples by reestablishing the inverted pop-
ulations, which, in effect, terminates the water superradiance cascade and
associated flare (that is, truncates our superradiance model curve). The
intensity then tends to go to zero but superradiance is once more
triggered, resulting in the appearance of the next burst in intensity. This
regenerative pumping phenomenon has previously been observed in
laboratory superradiance experiments (24, 25).
CONCLUSION
When combined with the recently reported evidence for this phenom-
enon in the environments of evolved stars (16), the discovery of super-
radiance in star-forming regions would broaden the applicability of our
model and further establish the existence of a previously unsuspected
physical phenomenon in the ISM. The occurrence of superradiance
in astrophysical objects would also imply the presence of entangled
quantum mechanical systems, involving a very large number of mole-
cules, over distances of up to a few kilometers in the ISM,which can also
be of interest for quantum information research.
on A
pril 6, 2017
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The data of 22-GHz water and 6.7-GHz methanol in G107.298+5.639
discussed in themain part of the paper were published by Szymczak et al.
(20) and provided for our analysis by the authors. The data of 6.7-GHz
methanol in G33.64-0.21 presented in the Supplementary Materials
were previously published by Fujisawa et al. (27) and provided to us
by the authors, whereas the 22-GHzwater observations inCepheusAwere
taken from Mattila et al. (7). All these data sets were analyzed by numer-
ically solving theone-dimensional sine-Gordonequation (14–17).As stated
earlier, we augmented this model by averaging over several realizations of
cylindrical superradiance samples taken from a Gaussian-distributed
ensemble of TR values of mean 〈TR〉 and SD sTR .

Tominimize diffraction and transverse effects not included in our one-
dimensionalmodel, we set the dimensions of the superradiance samples by
imposing a Fresnel number of unity (14). This also ensured that the size of
the samples did not exceed the condition necessary for phase coherence to
bemaintainedacross their length [that is,L~l/fB,wherel is thewavelength
and fB is the beam solid angle of the radiation; for example, see (3)].
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/3/3/e1601858/DC1
Fig. 1. Superradiancemodels (solid curves) for theG107.298+5.639 flaringevent
occurring betweenMJD 57,260 to 57,300 in Fig. 3 of Szymczak et al. (20) (that is,
day 7260 to 7300 in our figure) for the vlsr = −8.57 km s−1 6.7-GHz methanol (red
dots) and vlsr = −7.86 km s−1 22-GHz water (blue dots) spectral features. These
flares were repeated on an approximately 34.4-day period (20). The methanol and
water data/models use the vertical axes on the left-hand and right-hand sides, respectively.
For methanol, themodel parameters are 〈TR〉CH3OH = 2:1 hours,sTR;CH3OH = 0:07〈TR〉CH3OH ,
and T ′CH3OH = 90〈TR〉CH3OH, yielding amean inverted column density of 〈nL〉CH3OH ≈ 3:5�
104 cm�2,whereas forwater, theparameters are〈TR〉H2O = 7:7 hours,sTR;H2O = 0:04〈TR〉H2O,
T ′H2O = 70〈TR〉H2O, and 〈nL〉H2O ≈ 8:4� 104 cm�2 . Both superradiance models were in-
itiated at the same time, on day 7261.5. Data is taken from Szymczak et al. 2016 (20). See
Supplementary Materials for data.
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Supplementary Text
fig. S1. A superradiance large-sample intensity model (solid blue curve) superposed on the
data from Fujisawa et al. (27) (black dots) obtained in July and August 2009 for the second 6.7-GHz
methanol burst in G33.64-0.21.
The data presented in fig. S1 (black dots) from Fujisawa et al. (27) obtained in July and August 2009
for the second 6.7-GHz methanol burst in G33.64-0.21.
fig. S2. A superradiance large-sample intensity model (solid blue curve) superposed on the
data from Mattila et al. (7) (black dots) obtained in April and May 1983 for the 22-GHz water
burst at vlsr = −11.2 km s−1 in Cepheus A.
The data presented in fig. S2 (black dots) from Mattila et al. (7) obtained in April and May 1983
for the 22-GHz water burst at vlsr = −11.2 km s−1 in Cepheus A.
The data presented in Fig. 1 for the G107.298+5.639, illustrating the burst for the vlsr = 8.57 km s−1

6.7-GHz methanol (red dots) between MJD 57,260 and 57,300 taken from Szymczak et al. 2016 (20).
The data presented in Fig. 1 for the G107.298+5.639, illustrating the burst for vlsr = 7.86 km s−1

22-GHz water (blue dots in the figure).
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